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Avyna
Safety and quality: that’s what it’s about

This brochure contains our collection, which distinguishes itself with 
its striking colours and design, recognisable by the orange-black label 
‘Avyna Quality Safety & Innovation’. Avyna has developed the unique 
anthracite-grey trampoline edges in our own factory, so that your 
grey trampoline fits in perfectly with your modern garden. Quality and 
design will go hand-in-hand with Avyna products.

Avyna is located in Rijen, North Brabant. We 
have been in business for more than fifteen 
years and specialise in developing and  
producing trampolines, trampoline parts and 
accessories. We also supply football (soccer) 
goals and inflatable bouncy castles for home 
use. All of our products are governed by two 
main features: quality and safety.

Most trampolines only last for two years. Avyna offers 
you a standard ten-year guarantee with our Pro-line 
trampolines. On page 6 and 7 of this brochure we’ll 
show you how we’re able to do that. Even ten time 
Dutch Champion and Olympic trampoline athlete 
Rea Lenders uses an Avyna Pro-line trampoline for 
training. We are very proud to have Rea as the face 
and ambassador of Avyna!

Avyna



Safety
Children should be able to play freely and 
without worries. Avyna distinguishes itself 
through producing only safe, high-quality  
and reliable products. In addition, we believe 
personal service is very important. 
 
Avyna strives to make people aware of the great  
differences between trampolines regarding safety. 

You can also check out our YouTube channel for  
interesting clips where Rea Lenders compares the 
quality of various trampolines. 

It might also be good to know that all of  
our trampolines carry the AIB-Vincotte*  
certificate, which means that they are 
allowed to be installed in public areas like 
schools, camping grounds, etc.

* AIB-Vincotte
All of our trampolines carry a type  

certificate and have been tested with  

the ‘Warenbesluit attractie en  

speeltoestellen’ (Goods Resolution for 

Attractions & Playground Equipment).

S
afety

More information: Avyna.eu
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Weather resistant  
closed cell foam

Strong and well- 
finished welding joints

Sewn with weather- 
resistant wire

Galvanised interior  
and exterior

Royally sealed PVC 
safety pad

Frame Safety Pad

Springs made of  
galvanised steel wire

Protects children  
from injury

Fingers cannot be  
put in D-rings

Polypropylene  
bounce mat

Closed plastic D-rings 
with steel on the inside

No sharp edges,  
covered with safety lid

Springs Mat - D-rings

Safety

Steel thickness at  
least 1.8 mm



“We’ve been using Avyna trampolines for  
seven years now to promote and develop  
our spectacular sport bossaball”

Wilco Nijland, international manager Bossaball Sports

Q
u

ality

More information: Avyna.eu
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Quality
Production takes place entirely in 
our own factory, so that our staff 
can closely monitor the entire 
process. So it’s not surprising that 
everyone sees our trampolines as 
the best around, achieving the 
highest scores and the best 
customer feedback.

Major trampoline countries like the United 
States, Australia and New Zealand sell our 
trampolines under the names of Jumpfree, 
Happy Bounce, Pro-line and Powerjumper.

Quality
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Avyna Pro-line or
Powerjumper
Avyna has two series: the Pro-line 
in the high sector and the Power-
jumper in the middle sector. Both 
meet or exceed the safety demands 
of all certification commissions 
and can be used in all public areas. 
Because Avyna is the only trampoli-
ne producer in the Netherlands, the 
latest innovations can be incorpo-
rated directly and all parts can be 
ordered even after ten years. Real 
quality and safety, that’s what it’s 
about.

Before you order your trampoline, it’s 
useful to know the differences between 
these series.

Both, the Pro-line and Powerjumper trampolines, 
carry AIB certificates and the bounce mats contain 
securely closed plastic D-rings lined with steel on 
the inside. You can leave the trampoline outside year 
round without risking the quality.

The trampolines can be expanded with various 
accessories like a safety net, ladder, rain cover and 
anchor set.

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu


11Pro-line or Powerjumper

   Various sizes

Double galvanisation, 2 mm thick

PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn, 2.5 cm thick

Unique Pro-line mounting

Made of galvanised steel

  With 12&14FT With 08&10 FT With 06FT

  Various sizes

Buriable

Galvanised, 1.8 mm thick

PVC (0.3 mm) sealed and sewn, 2 cm thick

Elastic round top frame

Made of galvanised steel

  With 08,10,12&14FT With 06FT

Model

InGround-model

Colours

Frame finish

Safety pad finish

Safety pad mounting

Springs

Spring length

Frame & spring guarantee

Safety pad & bounce mat  
 guarantee

Avyna Pro-line 
trampoline

Avyna Powerjumper  
trampoline

10
year

21,5
cm

5
year

17,8
cm

17,8
cm

14
cm

14
cm

3
year

2
year
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Avyna Pro-line
trampoline

The rectangular Pro-line trampolines are 
available in different sizes and with various 
safety pad colours. If you want a trampoline 
with a safety net, you should have a look 
at our Avyna combi-deals. In addition to a 
safety net, they also include a step. 

The smaller sizes are easy to transport 
and store. Perfect for smaller houses and 
gardens. 
We even have foldable models. Of course 
Avyna has also considered bigger gardens, 
playgrounds, schools and camping sites. 
For those we have the Avyna Pro-line 234 
or 238 In-Ground trampolines.

Why should you choose an Avyna Pro-line 
trampoline?
The Pro-line series consistently achieves the highest 
test scores and meets the highest international quality 
demands. It’s extra thick, weather-resistant safety pad 
and thick completely galvanised pipes make it the 
perfect choice for intensive use, or when you always 
want to leave it outside. An Avyna Pro-line trampoline 
is the best choice for quality and safety.

Why should you choose a rectangular Avyna 
Pro-line trampoline?
There are plenty of reasons to choose a rectangular 
trampoline. Maybe they’re more beautiful and fit 
better in your garden? Or because competitive sports 
trampolines are rectangular as well?



#AVGR-10 with safety netPro-line 10 #AVGR-10

 Optional

Pro-line 10

2 mm steel top frame
42 mm frame diameter
Galvanised interior and exterior
PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn safety pad, 2.5 cm thick
10-year guarantee (frame/springs)
3-year guarantee (safety pad/bounce mat)

P
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72
springs

Net160
kg

Cover3,05m
0,76m Ladder

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Pro-line 12 Combi #TEPL-12-Combi

Avyna Pro-line

2 mm steel top frame
48 mm frame diameter top frame, 42 mm support
Galvanised interior and exterior
PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn safety pad, 2.5 cm thick
10-year guarantee (frame/springs)
3-year guarantee (safety pad/bounce mat)

80
springs

Net180
kg

Ladder Cover3,65m
0,89m

For other trampoline 
sizes or models, visit 
avyna.eu

#AVGR-12-Combi

Pro-line 12 Combi
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Pro-line 234

Pro-line 234 #TEPL-234

 Optional

3 mm steel top frame
60x30 mm frame diameter
Galvanised interior and exterior
PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn safety pad, 2.5 cm thick
10-year guarantee (frame/springs)
3-year guarantee (safety pad/bounce mat)

82
springs

Net180
kg

Ladder Cover
3,4m
2,4m

0,86m

#AVGR-234-Combi

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Pro-line 23

Pro-line 23 Combi #TEPL-23-Combi

 Optional

* Also available as foldable version

2.0 mm steel top frame
48 mm frame diameter
Galvanised interior and exterior
PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn safety pad, 2.5 cm thick
10-year guarantee (frame/springs)
3-year guarantee (safety pad/bounce mat)

Avyna Pro-line

64
springs

Net150
kg

Ladder Cover
3,m

2,25m
0,95m

For other trampoline 
sizes or models, visit 
avyna.eu

#TEPL-23-F (foldable)

#TEPL-23
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Avyna InGround 
trampoline
Are you looking for a trampoline that 
perfectly fits into your garden?
Then choose the Avyna InGround 
trampoline. This trampoline nearly 
blends into your garden. Available 
with a green, grey or camouflage  
safety pad. A safety net is also possible. 
Our existing Avyna Pro-line safety nets 
can be installed with a shackle on our 
round series of InGround trampolines.

Avyna InGround trampolines are available 
in the following sizes and colours: #AVGR-08-I-Combi

#CAM 234 – I

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Pro-line 207 #TEPL-207

 1.6 mm steel top frame, 32 mm frame diameter
 PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn safety pad, 1.5 cm thick
 2-year guarantee on all parts

Pro-line 209 #TEPL-209

 1.6 mm steel top frame, 32 mm frame diameter
 PVC (0.6 mm) sealed and sewn safety pad, 1.5 cm thick
 2-year guarantee on all parts

30
springs

32
springs

80
kg

80
kg

1,2m
0,95m
0,3m

1,5m
1m

0,32m

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Avyna
Mini trampolines
The Avyna mini trampolines are beautiful for 
inside. Children will go on a spree on them,  
but you can also go wild yourself! 

The smallest trampoline is actually perfect for  
training, using stomach, leg- and back muscles.  
A mini trampoline for a mega workout! 

For the youngest fanatics, we also offer a model  
with a brace and a small rectangular model.

Avyna Mini Trampolines

#TEPL-40
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Avyna Powerjumper 
trampoline
The Avyna Powerjumper is the 
quality trampoline for the middle 
sector. The Powerjumper meets all 
international quality demands, and 
we offer a five-year guarantee on 
the frame and springs, with a 
two-year guarantee on the safety 
pad and bounce mat. 
With the completely galvanised 
frame and the weather-resistant 
safety pad, it’s the perfect choice  
for many years of jumping joy and 
at a nice price.

These AIB certified trampolines are 
available with green or blue safety pads 
and a matching safety net, and can 
be buried in the lawn for an in-ground 
trampoline. The Avyna Powerjumper is 
available in various sizes, so it fits in every 
garden.

Avyna Powerjumper 06 #AVPJ-06-G

 With standard safety pad PVC (0.3 mm) 
 Sealed and sewn safety pad, 2 cm thick
 Galvanised springs, four legs

48
springs

80
kg

2m
0,41m NetCover

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Avyna Powerjumper 12 Combi #AVPJ-12-Combi-G

 With standard safety pad PVC (0.3 mm) 
 Sealed and sewn safety pad, 2 cm thick
 Galvanised springs, four legs

Avyna Powerjumper 08 #AVPJ-08-B

 With standard safety pad PVC (0.3 mm) 
 Sealed and sewn safety pad, 2 cm thick
 Galvanised springs, three legs

Net NetStairs StairsCover Cover48
springs

72
springs

100
kg

140
kg

2,45m
0,67m

3,65m
0,9m

Avyna Powerjumper

For other trampoline 
sizes or models, visit 
avyna.eu
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0,6
mm
pvc

2,5
cm

thick

0,6
mm
pvc

2,5
cm

thick

Avyna Safety Pads
Buying a trampoline safety pad?
A reliable safety pad is essential for the safe use of your 
trampoline. Every Avyna trampoline will be delivered 
with a good safety pad. But since everything is subject 
to wear and tear, the safety pad may wear down over 
time. When your safety pad has worn down after the 
guarantee period, you can you can still order a new 
one. Select your shape, colour and size, and Avyna will 
deliver the right safety pad!

Due to their unique mounting structure, the Avyna 
Pro-line safety pads only fit on Avyna Pro-line 
trampolines. The universal safety pad fits on every 
brand of trampoline, so long as the trampoline/pad 
diameter matches.

Available safety pads:

Universal Standard

Universal Heavy duty 

0,6
mm
pvc

2,5
cm

thick

0,3
mm
pvc

2,0
cm

thick

Avyna Safety Pads

Universal mounting

Pro-line mounting

Pro-line

Pro-line Inground
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Avyna Safety Nets
Everyone who sets foot on a 
trampoline will feel the urge to 
be an acrobat. That’s what makes 
trampolines so much fun! In order 
to keep everyone safe when they’re 
jumping, Avyna offers a series of 
safety nets.

The Avyna safety nets and corresponding 
poles can be mounted easily on an Avyna 
trampoline.

Trying out new jumps and tricks without 
worrying is no problem with a safety net. 

For the Pro-line series, Avyna offers black safety nets 
with a green or grey finish. With just one additional 
shackle these safety nets can be mounted on your 
round Avyna In-Ground trampoline as well. For the 
Avyna Powerjumper series we offer nets with a green 
or blue finish.

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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AVGR-08-Combi #TEPL-23-Combi #AVPJ-08-Combi-B
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Accessories
Do you have a (Avyna) trampoline and 
are you looking for accessories?  
Avyna provides what you need.

Rain cover
This cover protects your tram-
poline from the weather and dirt. 
In the centre of the cover is a 
grid that functions as a drainage 
system, so that your trampoline 
will be practically dry after a 
heavy shower.

Ladder
With this, any child can get on a 
trampoline safely.

Anchor set
With the anchor set you can 
brace your trampoline to the 
ground, adding stability even 
with extreme squalls.

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Accessories
If you need to replace the parts of your 
trampoline it’s no problem at all to order 
accessories with Avyna. Bounce mats, 
springs, connection straps, or rubber 
bands; everything is available separately.

Avyna Accessories & Parts

Safety strap net

Connection rubber 
band Pro-line safety 
pad

Button to close the 
safety nets

Bounce mats

Springs

Connection rubber 
band universal safety 
pad
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Avyna Happy Bounce
A personal bouncing castle in the garden 
is the dream of any child. With the 
Happy Bounce inflatables of Avyna you 
can make this dream come true!

Gliding off a slide, crawling through tunnels, 
frolicking in a ball pit or just jumping and being 
wild. All the inflatables of Avyna are the ultimate 
outside toy for every child.

It might be good to know that all Avyna 
Happy Bounce inflatables carry the NEN-EN 
14960:2013 certificate. This means that Avyna 
offers safe and certified inflatables for domestic 
use for children aged 14 years and under.

Avyna Happy Bounce

#AVHB-SK08



Activity 7 in 1 #AVHB-SK06

With a slide and obstacle course

New Castle 5 in 1 #AVHB-SK07

With a basketball net, ball pit and balls
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57,5
m2

15
m2

5,8m
2,6m
2,5m 44,2

m2

3,2m
3m

2,5m
Storage 

bag
Storage 

bag
Repair

kit
Repair

kit PegsPegs

Avyna Happy Bounce

9,6
m2

BlowerBlower

More information: Avyna.eu

http://avyna.eu
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Water Slide 8 in 1 #AVHB-SK08

With a basketball net, ball game island and an 
actual water slide

Fun Palace Big 9 in 1 #AVHB-SK05

Jumping, climbing, sliding, crawling, basketball 
net, ball pit (including balls), tunnels and obstacle 
course with various obstacles

4 43,96
m2

5,3
m2

4m
3,2m
2,5m

4,5m
4m

2,5m
Storage 

bag
Storage 

bag
Repair

kit
Repair

kit PegsPegs

Avyna Happy Bounce

For other 
Happy Bounce
inflatables visit: 
avyna.eu

12,8
m2

18
m2

BlowerBlower
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Avyna Football Goals
Avyna football (soccer) goals will turn any 
garden into an actual football field. Your 
children can play matches with their friends, 
shoot penalties and score goals.

Avyna offers small, middle and big goals. The goals 
are galvanised on the outside and inside, have a steel 
thickness of 1.6-2 mm, meet all safety demands, and 
come with a 4 mm net. In addition to separate nets, 
a separate penalty training wall accessory is also 
available. 

Meet our aluminium football goals with net. They are 
available with widths of 3, 4, and 5 metres! 2 mm 
aluminium creates sturdy but light constructions. 

The goals are easy to install and disassemble, 
making them easy to transport.

Available football goal sizes
Aluminium: Galvanised:

2m
3m

1,6m

2m
4m

1,6m

1m
1,5m
0,8m

2m
5m

1,6m

1m
2,5m
0,8m

Avyna Football Goals

1,5m
0,8m
0,7m

2,55m
1,5m

1,08m

2m
3m

1,2m

#AVAV-01



Playing outside is healthy for children. 
It helps regulate their weight, increases 
their bodily motoric faculties, and 
teaches children from a young age 
to cooperate. Playing outside makes 
children more sociable. As a parent, you 
obviously want this to happen in a safe, 
worry-free environment. That is possible 
with the outside toys from Avyna. All of 
our toys are of a very high quality, 
giving children guaranteed years of safe 
fun!

Product specifications may be changed 

without notice. 

Avyna is a registered trademark of Tol 

Outdoor Leisure BV, Rijen.

More information: Avyna.eu

Your Avyna dealer:


